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**Abstract**

Small open-reading frames (smORFs or sORFs) of 100 codons or less are usually - if arbitrarily - excluded from canonical proteome annotations. Despite this, the genomes of a wide range of metazoans, including humans, contain hundreds of smORFs, some of which fulfil key physiological functions. Recently, ribosomal profiling has been employed to show that the transcriptome of the model organism *Drosophila melanogaster* contains thousands of smORFs of different classes actively undergoing translation which produces peptides of mostly unknown function. Here we present a comprehensive analysis of the smORF repertoire in flies, mice and humans. We propose the existence of several classes of smORFs with different functions, from inert DNA sequences to transcribed and translated cis-regulators of translation, and finally to expression of functional peptides with a propensity to act as regulators of canonical membrane-associated proteins, or as components of ancestral protein complexes in the cytoplasm. We suggest that the different smORF classes could represent steps during the evolution of novel peptide and protein sequences. Our analysis introduces a distinction between different peptide-coding classes in animal genomes, and highlights the role of *Drosophila melanogaster* as a model organism for the study of small peptide biology in the context of development, physiology and human disease.

**Introduction**

The encoding of genetic information in DNA is one of the great discoveries of our times, as it allowed the physical characterisation of genes, which had been previously defined as abstract units of function and inheritance. It was followed by the discovery of the expression of the encoded genetic information into a “messenger” RNA (mRNA) and its decoding into
proteins, the ‘Central Dogma’ of molecular biology. Hence, a shift in the concept of the gene into a physical nucleotide sequence took place. Initially, gene sequences were identified as containing Open Reading Frames (ORFs) potentially translatable into proteins. More recently, the full molecular complexity of genes has been exposed, culminating in the ENCODE project findings, and the updated concept of a gene to include regulatory regions and transcripts. Excitingly, the ‘Central Dogma’ has been challenged by the discovery of a high number of genes producing mRNA-like RNAs apparently not translated into proteins, called long non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs). These genes and their products have, in a short time, revolutionised our understanding of gene regulation and RNA metabolism.

There is another class of genetic elements that also challenge the understanding our genomes’ coding potential: putatively functional small Open Reading Frames (smORFs) of 10 to 100 codons. Hundreds of thousands to millions of smORF sequences are found in eukaryotic genomes, and thousands can be mapped to transcripts, in many cases, to putative lncRNAs. It is as if we have a genome within our genome; a hidden genome about which we know very little. smORFs have been deemed non-coding on the basis of: a) their short length, which defeats standard methods for computational analysis; b) little experimental corroboration of their function, and c) convenience, since their very high numbers present a challenge for annotation and curation. As a consequence, functional smORFs are often not annotated because they are not experimentally corroborated, and not corroborated because they are not annotated, a difficulty which is rarely (and serendipitously) surpassed.

As it is the case for canonical protein-coding ORFs, we rely on computational and experimental evidence to distinguish between functional and inert smORFs. For computational evidence, a fundamental tool is sequence similarity, showing 1) conservation of putative coding sequence across species, and thus, across time, indicating a selective value and hence function; and 2) similarity with proteins and protein domains having an experimentally corroborated function, hence suggesting a similar function for the smORF. However, true conservation and homology of smORFs is difficult to establish due to two fundamental problems: short sequences accrue lower quantitative conservation scores (that is, the sum of scores from each amino-acid) than longer canonical proteins, whereas reciprocally, the probability for short sequences obtaining such 'low conservation score' by chance is higher. For example, BLAST penalises the identification of protein sequences below 80 amino acids, and fails below 20. Thus, it is difficult to identify functional smORFs
based on computational information alone. Given their high number, and the expectation that most short ORFs in the genome are not functional (see below), arbitrary cut-offs for minimal ORF length of 50 or 100 amino acids are used in genome annotation, discarding those ORFs below these sizes that do not have clear experimental evidence of function.

Obtaining experimental evidence for smORF function is also difficult. Standard biochemical methods for protein isolation fail to detect peptides below 10kD, which escape a typical gel or filter, and can be masked by degradation peptides from larger proteins. Genetics also encounters problems, as short sequences such as smORFs offer a small target for random mutagenesis screens and other gene-discovery protocols, while the huge number of smORFs in the genome (see below) makes unpractical a systematic directed mutagenesis program. In the unlikely event of a smORF mutation being isolated, it is often assigned to adjacent canonical genes, since most smORFs are not annotated.

smORFs are finally receiving attention and breaking out of this impasse. There is a growing realisation that hundreds, if not thousands, of smORFs are translated\(^8, 10, 11\); and that smORF-encoded peptides (SEPs) can have important functions and be widely conserved across metazoans\(^12, 13\); (reviewed in \(^{14-16}\)). However, the full repertoire of smORF peptide functions is still not known, nor the genomic and evolutionary roles of smORF sequences. Attempts have been made to experimentally characterise smORFs at a genomic level in yeast, bacteria and plants showing that hundreds can produce a phenotype\(^5, 17, 18\) and refuting the classical view that smORFs are non-functional and thus irrelevant. In metazoans, anecdotal experimental evidence has also accumulated to support these conclusions, although still far from a full genomic sweep. There are SEPs\(^{16, 19}\) (sometimes referred as ‘micropeptides’\(^{20, 21}\) or annotated as having biological activity as antibacterial peptides\(^{22}\), cell signals\(^{23}\), cytoskeletal regulators\(^{24}\), and other regulators of canonical proteins\(^{13, 25}\). These functions can be essential for animal life, but only a small minority (a few hundreds) of the putative smORFs in each genome have a suspected function (inferred by homology)\(^{26}\), and even fewer (tens) have experimentally corroborated function\(^{14}\). These functional smORFs tend to be longer (~80 amino acids), and thus are more amenable to standard homology searches, as well as biochemical and genetic analyses. However, 90% of smORFs are much shorter (~20 amino acids) and thus not suited to these studies, yet can display sequence conservation and translation evidence similar to ‘functional’ smORFs\(^6, 8\). Further, even these shorter smORFs can have crucial developmental and physiological functions and homologues across vast
evolutionary distances, including humans\textsuperscript{12, 13}. Therefore, there could be many more yet uncharacterised smORFs having biomedically relevant functions, but until now we could not identify such smORFs, nor predict what their functions may be.

Current experimental evidence shows that only about 1.2\% of short ORFs in animal genomes are transcribed, and of those only about a third appear translated (see below). However, their numbers are such that functional smORFs could be producing tens of thousands of yet uncharacterised peptides in each animal species. Even if only a fraction of these peptides would have biological activity, we could be missing hundreds of peptides that could shed light on many aspects of biology and medicine. The challenge is then how to identify the bioactive smORFs and their peptides, or the 'beautiful needles in a haystack'\textsuperscript{4}.

Here we present an emerging scenario arising from our own new data, plus a re-analysis of previous data in the literature. Although there is evidence for pervasive usage of non-AUG start codons and translation of overlapping ORFs\textsuperscript{14, 27, 28}, we focus on the population of non-overlapping ORFs with canonical AUG start codons in the reference genomes of three metazoans (fruit flies, mice and humans). We propose that sufficient information has accrued to approach smORFs not as an undersize discard bin, but as a group of novel molecular actors with specific characteristics, evolutionary origin and biological functions at both the RNA (non-coding) and peptide (coding) levels. We present a classification of animal smORFs based on characteristics of their sequence and the structure of their RNAs and encoded peptides, a classification that interestingly provides predictions on the function of not yet fully characterised smORFs. Finally, we show evidence indicating that a) novel smORFs can randomly and continuously appear in animal genomes, and b) that different smORF classes represent steps in the evolution of new canonical proteins.

**Classification of smORFs**

*Drosophila melanogaster* translated smORFs have been identified at the genomic level using a combination of ribosomal profiling, peptide tagging and bioinformatic analysis\textsuperscript{8}. Two main groups of translated smORFs were identified, according to their profiling metrics and bioinformatic characteristics, with one such group enriched in peptides allocated to cell membranes and organelles. This was important, because it seemed to identify smORFs with
high chances of being functional. Such a classification could direct research to more promising smORFs by linking their sequence to biochemical properties and molecular functions, greatly reducing the scope of exploratory work to be undertaken. Accordingly, we have since characterised hemotin, a fly smORF from the membrane-associated group, and revealed its activity in endo-phagosomes and its conservation in vertebrates\(^{29}\); and have obtained further experimental and bioinformatic data that supports a functionally-relevant smORF classification. Thus, although this preliminary classification is far from predicting smORF function with the kind of precision we enjoy with most canonical proteins, it offers heuristic value, and therefore here we refine and expand it to vertebrate smORFs. We propose the existence of at least 5 types of smORFs with distinct transcript organization, size, conservation, translation mode, amino acid usage and peptide properties. We propose that these 5 classes likely have different cellular and molecular functions, from inert DNA sequences to transcribed and translated cis-regulators of translation, and finally to expression of functional peptides with propensity to act as regulators of canonical proteins. We outline these classes next (Table 1), and we will then elaborate the basis for this classification, and its functional implications:

1) **intergenic ORFs** are the most numerous class (96% of short ORFs, some 600,000 in flies and 21.3 million in humans, see Figure 1A). These are stretches of DNA between an ATG and stop codon, having a median size of 22 codons (Figure 1B). Judging from high-throughput data, they do not appear to undergo transcription or translation and thus it is likely that most are non-functional, simple random consequences of nucleotide permutations in 'junk' or non-transcribed DNA. We suggest the term 'intergenic ORFs' to distinguish them from the transcribed, putative functional, smORFs of the other classes (Table 1).

2) **uORFs** (for upstream ORFs) are the second most abundant class, comprising more than 18,000 in flies and around 50,000 in humans, and thus potentially doubling the number of currently annotated coding sequences (Figure 1A). uORFs are smORFs found in the 5'UTRs of mRNAs encoding canonical proteins, and have a median length of 22 codons (similar to intergenic ORFs, Figure 1B). Close to 50% of annotated animal mRNAs contain uORFs (Figure 2A); see also \(^ {14, 30} \), and translation of a fraction of uORFs has been repeatedly reported in all studied organisms, such as yeast, flies, zebrafish and mouse\(^ {31-34} \), albeit with low translational efficiency (TE) \(^ {8, 28, 35} \). uORFs are regarded as regulating the translation of the downstream, canonical ORFs in their transcripts. uORFs appear lowly conserved on
average\textsuperscript{8, 30}, and their amino acid usage is clearly different from random values, yet subtly different from canonical proteins.

3) IncORFs or long non-coding RNA ORFs, are the third most abundant class (some 17,000 in flies and 172,000 in humans (Figure 1A). They are found in putative lncRNAs, have a median size of 24 codons (Figure 1B), and their translation mode is similar to uORFs: low translational efficiency, and only in a third of the IncORF assessed. Given their size, a typical IncRNA of about 3Kb could contain up to 120 IncORFs (40 per frame), and in fact, 98% of annotated IncRNAs contain at least 1 ORF in the metazoan species we have analysed, with a median of 6 smORFs per IncRNA (Figure 2B). Even amongst the 40 IncRNAs characterised in humans with a non-coding function\textsuperscript{36}, all contain between 1 and 15 IncORFs (not shown). IncORFs are thus typically found in polycistronic arrangements, sometimes overlapping, hindering their experimental characterization. Their amino acid usage is non-random, but different from canonical proteins. Their function is unknown at present, with considerable debate about whether IncORFs are translated, and whether such translation is productive\textsuperscript{27, 34, 37-39}. However, several cases of RNAs initially classified as long non-coding have been shown to actually encode and translate peptides with biomedically important functions in development and physiology, and to be conserved across vast evolutionary distances\textsuperscript{12, 13, 40}.

4) short coding sequences (short CDSs) (previously called “longer smORFs”\textsuperscript{8, 15}), have a median size of 79 codons (Figure 1B), and are preferentially found in functionally monocistronic transcripts with mRNA characteristics, albeit shorter and simpler in structure than canonical protein mRNAs. They appear translated as frequently and as strongly as canonical proteins\textsuperscript{8} and appear conserved on average at the taxonomic class level. There are around 800 short CDSs in flies and 1200 in humans (Figure 1A) but only a fraction have been characterised functionally. The characterised examples, and the average amino-acid sequence features of the class suggest a function as regulators of canonical proteins, often involving cell membranes.

5) short isoforms are the fifth and least abundant class of smORFs (some 130 in flies and 500 in mouse, according to annotated data, Figure 1A), which are generated by an alternative transcript or splice form from a longer, canonical protein-coding gene. Annotated short isoforms have corroborated translation, and have a median size of 79 codons (Figure 1B), resembling short CDSs in size and transcript structure, although their amino acid sequences
are closer to canonical proteins, as expected (see below). Short isoforms merit separate classification and study on two bases: certainty about their origins, and potential for functions directly related to their canonical protein paralogues. Their number may be higher as their detection depends on experimental data, and very short transcript and protein isoforms can be discarded as artefactual.

**Coding vs. non-coding functions of smORFs**

As mentioned, due to the high number of smORFs in animal genomes, there is a pressing need to distinguish between functional and inert smORFs, a distinction that would guide the in-depth characterization of functional smORFs. Evidence of transcription and/or translation are two objective criteria for assuming function, whether coding or non-coding. We analyzed the existing data and compared the characteristics of different RNAs containing smORFs, and of the smORFs themselves.

**smORF Transcription: to be or not to be**

Next generation RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) obtains snapshots of entire transcriptomes, unexpectedly revealing the pervasive transcription of up to 75% of the genome in humans and flies. Extensive RNA-seq studies in metazoans have been carried out, especially in model organisms such as *Drosophila melanogaster* and *Mus musculus*. The repertoire of transcribed sequences may not be complete, as not all organs and cell types have been sampled, but in general most transcription must have been detected. The small population of short CDSs of around 79 codons (Figure 1A) are found in polyadenylated monocistronic transcripts that are often annotated as putatively coding, even though direct experimental corroboration of their translation is lacking in most cases. Their transcripts are shorter and simpler (with fewer exons) than canonical proteins (Figure 2C-D). This could follow a trend observed in eukaryotes for fewer exons in shorter coding transcripts. More surprisingly, a large proportion of transcripts detected by RNA-seq lacked a canonical “long” ORF, and have been considered long non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs), even though they contain lncORFs and display coding-like mRNA features, such as similar length and structure to short CDSs (Figure 2C-D), transcription by polymerase II, capping, polyadenylation, and accumulation in the cytoplasm.
However, large numbers of intergenic ORFs can be found in non-transcribed regions of the genomes of flies and vertebrates (Figure 1A). Do they represent smORFs in uncharacterised transcripts? What is their origin and function? Their median size across species of 23 amino acids is expected by random: amongst 60 possible codons there are 3 stop codons, i.e. a 1/20 or 0.05 chance for a stop codon. Starting from an ATG codon, the length of the resulting ORF depends on its probability of encountering a STOP codon. This probability is independent at each new codon, but the accumulated probability of encountering any stop codon obviously increases with length. Thus, the following exponential decay function,

\[
f(x) = \lambda e^{-\lambda x}
\]

where \(\lambda\) (the decay rate parameter) is 0.05 and \(X\) is the length of the ORF in codons, indicates the frequency at which ORFs of each size are expected to occur by random, and generates a size distribution that fits closely that observed for intergenic ORFs (Figure 2E). Thus, intergenic ORFs, unlike short CDS (Figure 2F), appear to be randomly generated by our genomes, so it would be expected that most are not functional (just as most mutations are not advantageous).

Further data indicates that we do not have millions of genes in our genomes. Although computational gene annotation protocols are biased against smORFs, classical estimates of gene numbers obtained by biochemical and genetic results are compatible with the annotated numbers of genes obtained with said computational methods, but differ by several orders of magnitude with the high numbers of intergenic ORFs. Thus, it is likely that most of the intergenic ORF sequences are not active genes, and they should be excluded to avoid inflated estimates of functional smORFs. A starting filter to consider a smORF as 'genic', or putatively functional, must be the existence of solid transcriptional data. For example, computational and RNA-Seq evidence was used to re-examine previous computational estimates of putatively functional non-annotated smORFs in a variety of species and could only corroborate a small percentage of them. This transcriptional filter does not discard that some intergenic ORFs could be transcribed or translated in tissues not yet subjected to RNA-seq, but focuses experimental and computational efforts to more likely functional targets.

Two modes of smORF translation: long non-coding RNAs and short CDS mRNAs

Ribosome profiling provides quantitative and qualitative measures of translation both at the single gene and at the genomic scale. Ribosome profiling consists of next-generation
sequencing of protected mRNA fragments (or footprints) bound by translating ribosomes (stabilized with an elongation inhibitor, generally cyclohexamide), after nuclease digestion\textsuperscript{27, 28}. Ribosome profiling offers a direct read-out of ribosome occupancy on mRNA at the single nucleotide level, and can be compared to RNA-Seq analysis of the same biological sample to provide quantitative metrics directly related to the translation rate per ORF such as translational efficiency (TE; see glossary and \textsuperscript{48} for a review). Results in a wide variety of species show that translation occurs in a more pervasive fashion than expected, with numerous ribosome footprints detected in IncRNAs and in the untranslated regions (UTRs) of annotated transcripts. Many of these newly identified translated regions coincide with smORFs \textsuperscript{8, 10, 27, 49}. Although non-coding functions of several IncRNAs are well established\textsuperscript{3, 50}, the functions of the vast majority are currently unknown, and it is plausible that some of these actually encode translated smORFs.

Using a variation of ribosomal profiling, smORF translation in \textit{Drosophila melanogaster} was shown to occur in two different modes, in correlation with smORF class\textsuperscript{8}. 220 (84\%) of annotated short CDSs transcribed in a fly cell line were translated at similar frequency and efficiency (TE) as canonical proteins. Short CDS translation correlated with their mRNA abundance, and followed canonical models, with multiple ribosomes covering the ORF at regular spacing. Similarly, short mRNA isoforms are generated by an alternative RNA processing form of a longer, canonical protein-coding sequence. Although the translation of annotated short isoforms is assumed to be the default scenario, the unambiguous assignment of ribosome profiling (see glossary) reads to specific mRNA isoforms remains a difficulty. However, about 2000 uORFs and IncORFs did not follow this canonical mode of translation, but were translated at a third of the frequency and efficiency of canonical proteins\textsuperscript{8}. These differences have also been observed in vertebrates (reviewed in \textsuperscript{15}). Ribosomal profiling of zebrafish embryos validated the translation of 302 previously annotated smORFs, and identified 190 novel smORFs in previously uncharacterised transcripts and putative IncRNAs, as well as 311 uORFs and 93 ORFs in 3’UTRs\textsuperscript{10}. These smORFs tended to be more than 50 amino acids long and show conservation across vertebrates, which classifies them as short CDSs. However, the authors noted the existence of a class of ORFs of less than 20 amino acids with ribosomal profiling signal in IncRNAs, which would belong to the IncORF class. Similarly, up to 50\% of IncRNAs in mouse embryonic stem cells exhibited ribosome profiling signal\textsuperscript{28}, which could potentially give rise to thousands of peptides\textsuperscript{49}. 
There has been a rather technical debate on whether low RiboSeq signal represents productive translation. It has been suggested that some lncRNAs could be associated with the translation machinery to regulate the translation of canonical mRNAs; or that the ribosomal binding detected is incidental and non-productive; or that the footprints detected are not generated by ribosomes: in summary, that the ribosomal profiling signal in lncRNAs is noise, yielding false-positives. However, it has been shown that while there is a linear correlation between canonical mRNA levels in polysomes and their ribosomal profiling signal, such positive correlation could not be observed with lncRNAs. Many lncRNAs were present in high quantities in polysomes, yet only some produced ribosomal profiling signal suggesting that the ribosomal profiling signal of lncRNAs is not produced by generic background noise, but specific translation of a subset of lncRNAs, even if at a modest rate. Furthermore, lncORF translation has been corroborated by ORF tagging and proteomics (see next). Finally, it has been demonstrated that small ORFs in transcripts annotated as lncRNAs can produce bioactive peptides with important functions.

An alternative high-throughput method to detect translation is proteomics, which matches mass spectrometry signatures of digested peptides to expected protein sequences. Improvements in proteomics methods have allowed the detection of SEPs, but in general proteomics lags behind ribosome profiling in smORF detection, and detection of lncORF peptides has been lacking. Even with the use of specific and new size-fractionation methods and custom libraries including non-annotated smORFs, 'peptidomic' studies only corroborated 8 new peptides in Drosophila brains, and 23 SEPs in human cell lines. Peptides below 80 amino acids are preferentially targeted by proteases, yet have fewer amino-acids to generate two non-overlapping trypsinated peptides as currently required by standard proteomics protocols. Two ribosomal profiling studies failed to obtain parallel mass-spectrometry evidence for any peptide below 50 amino acids, a common limitation of proteomic studies into smORF translation. These factors could explain their low detection, but it could also be possible that lncORFs only produce unstable peptides in small quantities (the latter in agreement with their ribosome profiling metrics).

Could lncORF-encoded peptides in general have a biological role, or in other words, are lncORFs functional and have a function conveyed by the peptides produced? Or are the peptides irrelevant, with the functions of these sequences conveyed by the RNA? ‘Non-
coding’ IncRNAs that actually produce bioactive peptides could be a simple misclassification, such that annotated IncRNAs could actually include two sub-populations, true non-coding IncRNAs, and protein-coding short CDS mRNAs. Alternatively, some, many, or all, IncRNAs could have dual functions as coding and non-coding, as in the case of the plant pri-miR171b (which produces miRNA and peptides56), or the mammal Humanin and MOTS-c peptides produced by mitochondrial rRNA57, 58, or simply produce inactive peptides that are quickly degraded. The act of IncORF translation may be the functionally relevant process, whereas the peptides themselves may convey little or no function; that is, IncORFs could have a non-coding function that involves ribosomes. A precedent for such scenario is presented by uORFs (see next).

uORFs as cis-regulators of translation in canonical genes

uORFs exploit two fail-safe features of eukaryotic translation: re-initiation and leaky scanning31, 59. In eukaryote translation, the small ribosomal subunit (40S) joins the mRNA at the 5′ cap complex, and then scans the transcript until it encounters an AUG codon preceded by a 4nt CA-rich Kozak sequence. Upon this, the 60S ribosomal unit joins to form a complete ribosome (80S), and a Met-tRNA-Methionine complex joins to initiate translation. Once translation of this ORF is terminated at the stop codon, the ribosome dissociates, but the 40S unit can reinitiate scanning for further downstream smORFs to translate. Such re-initiation of translation can happen if the ORF just translated is no longer than 30 amino acids, and if an additional ORF is around 100-200bp downstream of its stop codon. Reciprocally, weak Kozak sequences may be not recognised occasionally, leading to 'leaky scanning' whereby ORFs may be scanned over but not translated, allowing continuing scanning and translation of downstream ORFs.

Both processes are stochastic but can facilitate the translation of polycistronic eukaryotic genes, and can act as a canonical translation regulatory mechanism31, 32. The classical model for uORF function is the yeast gene GCN4 (General control protein GCN4), where 4 uORFs act to repress the translation of the GCN4 protein59, 60. uORF translation precludes translation of the downstream GCN4 protein ORF, but under starvation conditions, the uORFs are bypassed (scanned but not translated), allowing the translation of the GCN4 protein. In this case the sequences of the peptides produced by the GCN4 uORFs are irrelevant, and their physical presence itself acts as a regulatory mechanism; in other genes, however, the nascent uORF peptides can stall the ribosomal complex upstream of the main ORFs in a sequence-
dependent manner\textsuperscript{61}. This inhibitory cis-regulatory uORF function does not necessarily preclude that some uORF peptides could have functions in \textit{trans}, independent of their main ORF\textsuperscript{62}. A pure \textit{cis}-regulatory role for uORFs fits with a) their low translation levels\textsuperscript{8, 30, 39}; b) low sequence conservation\textsuperscript{8, 30}; c) no propensity to form known protein domains (Figure 4A) and d) amino acid usage generally closest to random (Figure 4D). In this repressory \textit{cis}-regulatory function, the expectation is that there should be a negative correlation between the translation of the uORF and the main ORF. Such a negative correlation at the genomic level has been found in mammals\textsuperscript{32} and zebrafish\textsuperscript{30} but not in \textit{Drosophila melanogaster}\textsuperscript{8} or yeast\textsuperscript{35, 63}.

In summary, there is evidence of translation for all types of transcribed smORFs, at different frequencies and intensities which correlate with their proposed class. i.e., their size and type of transcript-of-origin. There are also well-established smORF functions, that can be separated into \textit{sensu stricto} ‘coding’ i.e. production of a bioactive peptide, and \textit{cis}-regulatory ‘non-coding’ functions which depend on engaging ribosomes, rather than of the production of a specific peptide. In the next sections, we explore the functions of SEPs.

**Molecular functions of SEPs: regulators of canonical proteins.**

The small size of SEPs does not allow for the typical, multi-domain structure of canonical proteins, but rather can accommodate only one, at most two, simple domains (considering the simplest domain is a 30 amino acid-long transmembrane $\alpha$-helix (TMH), and the need for an unstructured spacer region between domains)\textsuperscript{64}. Interestingly, isolated or incomplete protein domains can display functions unrelated to those observed in their native configuration inside large multi-domain proteins\textsuperscript{65}. For example, artificially-expressed peptides with the ANTP (Antennapedia) homeodomain or the HIV-TAT domain act as cell-penetrating peptides, a function unrelated to their native proteins\textsuperscript{66}. It follows that even the function of smORFs containing known protein domains cannot be predicted easily; in fact, in most cases, is still unknown. A bioinformatic examination of the smORF peptide sequences, informed by examples whose functions have been characterized experimentally in detail at the molecular and cellular level, might clarify their role.
Characterized SEPs

Several smORFs producing bioactive peptides have been characterised in several metazoan species and in unicellular organisms, such that their translation has been corroborated and the peptide has been detected, their molecular and organismal function has been determined, and their conservation levels established. We have identified a group of about 60 short CDS-encoded peptides which are conserved across metazoans, from humans to flies, and in some cases even yeasts and plants. The most common function of these ancient short CDSs is as positive regulators of cytoplasmic processes (Figure 3). These include ubiquitination (SUMO - small ubiquitin-related modifier, Nedd8 - neural precursor cell expressed, developmentally down-regulated 8); cytoskeleton dynamics (HSPC300, a.k.a. Brick1); translation (RpS21 - 40S ribosomal protein S21, Figure 3A); cyclin function in mitosis (Cks85A - Cyclin-dependent kinase subunit 85A, Figure 3A). The second most common function is related to mitochondria, such as apoptosis-related Reaper and Bcl-2, and mitochondrial respiration (NMLDQ, UQCR10, Tim9a); (Figure 3B; see also 16). These peptides offer concrete examples of crucial functions conserved for hundreds of millions of years, but they constitute a minority (7-8%) of short CDSs in each species. Since most smORFs are not so widely conserved, it is unclear if these ancient smORFs offer a functional blueprint for all short CDSs, and even less so, for IncORFs and uORFs.

Other functionally and molecularly well characterised smORFs are perhaps not so ancient but still show conservation comparable to canonical proteins, and present a further repertoire of functions, this time as negative regulators. Plants contain smORFs encoding for small interfering peptides that act predominantly as transcription repressors. These small interfering peptides (also called 'microproteins') are shortened dominant-negative isoforms or duplications of canonical transcription factors. They are less than 100 amino acids in length and usually contain one known protein domain, and interfere with canonical transcription factors either sequestering them in unproductive dimers (i.e. if the small interfering peptide contains the dimerization domain but not the DNA-binding domain) or by competing for the DNA binding sites (i.e. if the small interfering peptide contains the DNA-binding domain but not others required for its activity). There are no small interfering peptides characterized in animals, but there is no reason why they could not exist. For example, Pgc in Drosophila melanogaster (initially described as a long-noncoding RNA) represses euchromatic DNA transcription in an epigenetic manner. There are, however, examples of dominant-negative isoforms in humans which are close to 100 amino acids in
length. The 119-168 amino acid-long Id (Inhibitor of DNA-binding) family of HLH-like peptides sequester basic HLH proteins into inactive complexes (Figure 3C), regulating various developmental processes, cell cycle and circadian rhythms from flies to humans, and have been implicated in cancer and stem cell renewal\textsuperscript{76}. Small interfering peptides could be as prevalent in animals as in plants, but their short RNAs and peptides may have been discarded as artefactual or non-functional when experimentally detected.

Small interfering and regulatory peptides could provide a general model for smORF peptide function, since dominant-negative interference does not need to be limited to transcription factors. This model fits well with the small size of SEPs, which cannot form the large globular proteins with buried active sites characteristic of enzymes, or the large multi-domain structural proteins roles\textsuperscript{77}. However, they could be perfect for interfering with larger proteins. Indeed, some short CDS-encoded peptides have demonstrated functions that show a negative regulatory role: in mitosis (Z600\textsuperscript{78}, Figure 3A); apoptosis (Humanin\textsuperscript{79}, Figure 3B); ubiquitination (Brd\textsuperscript{80}, Tal\textsuperscript{52}); ER and muscle contraction (Scl\textsuperscript{13}Figure 3D); phagocytosis (Hemotin\textsuperscript{29}, Spec2 - CDC42 small effector 2\textsuperscript{81} Figure 3E); and as antimicrobial peptides (Defensins\textsuperscript{82}, Drosocin\textsuperscript{83}, Figure 3E). Interestingly, most of these functions involve cell membranes (see below).

smORFs without annotated functions: protein structure and amino acid usage.

In yeast and in bacteria, attempts to identify non-annotated functional smORFs at the genomic scale have identified hundreds of genes. In the baker’s yeast (S. cerevisiae), 299 smORFs were identified with evidence of transcription, translation or sequence conservation\textsuperscript{5}. Of these, 247 revealed a requirement for growth under different starvation and stress conditions. In E. coli, Hemm et al.\textsuperscript{17} identified 217 putative smORFs by bioinformatic criteria, of which they tested experimentally 24 and confirmed 18. Of these, 10 were observed at membranes and were predicted to encode TMHs, as 65% of annotated bacterial proteins of less than 50 amino acids do\textsuperscript{17}. We can obtain two messages from these studies in unicellular organisms: smORF requirements may not be immediately obvious; and functional SEPs that have not been characterised so far may locate to cellular membranes (which complicates their biochemical detection).

A bioinformatic analysis of short CDSs in Drosophila revealed a higher frequency (32%) of compatibility with TMHs than canonical proteins (25%), and unlike IncORFs or uORFs
These compatibilities are shared by vertebrate smORFs (Figure 4A). Transmembrane alpha-helix compatibility could easily be related to putative functions in cell membranes and organelles. Indeed, the limited GO data available displayed an enrichment of membrane-related terms, and tagging a sample of translated longer peptides revealed a tendency for these peptides to locate to cell membranes, including mitochondria. Finally, the characterisation of Hemotin (Figure 3E), as well as other short CDSs being characterised (E. Magny and J.I. Pueyo, pers. communication) corroborates the prediction of a membrane- and organelle-related function for TMH-carrying short CDS-encoded peptides.

Another source of information is the amino acid composition, or amino acid usage, of smORFs peptides (i.e. frequency at which each amino acid is present). We observed in Drosophila putatively different amino acid usage between short CDSs, canonical proteins, IncORFs, uORFs and random RNA sequences. These differences could underlie different molecular functions, and be an indicator of coding potential. We have studied the amino acid usage of mouse and human smORFs, intergenic ORFs, and randomised RNA sequences, and compared them to Drosophila. We observe a remarkable degree of similarity among fly and vertebrate smORF classes in their non-random amino acid sequence propensities (Figure 4B-C), in correlation with their similar size distributions (Figure 2E-F). Pooling the data from fly, mouse and human reveals statistically significant correlations and differences amongst smORF amino acid usage, when compared to those canonical proteins (Figure 4C-D). As observed for flies, metazoan canonical proteins and short CDSs resemble each other and differ significantly from randomised RNA and intergenic ORF values, yet display subtle differences amongst themselves (Figure 4B-D).

The amino acid usage of short CDSs is biased towards the positively-charged and against the negatively-charged amino acids (Figure 4D). Artificial cell-penetrating peptides have an overall positive charge and can cross plasma membranes, being of great interest to the pharmaceutical industry. As mentioned earlier, isolated fragments of canonical proteins can also act as cell-penetrating peptides, providing another function for some short isoforms. Given the prevalence of TMHs and membrane localisation of short CDS peptides, it is tempting to speculate that this charge bias similarly favours their incorporation into membranes and organelles. A favoured organelle is the mitochondria. Given that peptides of less than 50 amino acids can cross the mitochondria outer membrane, short CDS peptides could also do so.
The amino acid usage of short CDSs would also fit a role as antimicrobial peptides. Antimicrobial peptides constitute the humoral branch of the innate immune system, and production of peptides specifically tailored against the type of invading organism is regulated by a signalling mechanism conserved from flies to humans\textsuperscript{82, 87}. Antimicrobial peptides tend to be amphipathic molecules of around 50-150 amino acids, displaying both positively charged and hydrophobic regions. These regions confer on them solubility and the ability to bind and integrate into microbial membranes, respectively; they also display a propensity to form TMHs\textsuperscript{88, 89}. These characteristics, which are identical to those we find for short CDSs (Figure 4A,D), are sufficient to design artificial antimicrobial peptides that act even more efficiently than natural ones\textsuperscript{88}. Antimicrobial peptides can form pores in the microbial membranes, leading to cell leakage and death\textsuperscript{82}, but also can behave as cell-penetrating peptides that once inside the cells, interfere with vital cellular processes\textsuperscript{82, 83, 89}. In this regard, antimicrobial peptides could be seen as ‘negative regulators’ too\textsuperscript{89}. Since the overall molecular characteristics of antimicrobial peptides are identical to those of short CDSs, some of the hundreds of short CDS-derived peptides with currently unknown function might work in this way. Indeed, several well-characterised antimicrobial peptides are encoded by short CDSs\textsuperscript{22} (Figure 3F).

Another possible function of positively-charged peptides is nucleic acid binding. DNA and RNA are negatively charged, and transcription factors and other DNA-binding proteins such as histones act through positively-charged domains. It is therefore interesting that smORF isoforms in plants have been revealed as DNA-binding regulators of transcription, but animal isoforms match the amino acid usage of canonical proteins, not showing a positive charge bias. Their only significantly different amino acid is Met, whose higher frequency is attributable to their shorter length (not shown). However, SEPs with possible DNA-binding activities have been described, such as the Human MRI-2, a regulator of Ku protein in genome stability\textsuperscript{90}; and interestingly, those produced by the dual-function (coding-non coding) RNA pri-miR171b\textsuperscript{56}.

The amino acid usage of lncORFs and uORFs are intriguing (Figure 4D). uORFs resemble short CDSs by favouring positively-charged amino acids while avoiding negatively-charged ones. Overall uORF propensities are third closest to canonicals after short isoforms and short CDSs (Figure 4C); uORFs are highly correlated with all three, and yet, their highest
correlation is with lncORFs (Pearson coefficient = 0.94; see also Figure 4C). If uORF-derived peptides have no function, their 'coding-like' amino acid usage might be an irrelevant consequence of their location near canonical ORFs. It is possible that uORFs are derived 'nonsense' fragments of nearby canonical ORFs. A rather interesting alternative possibility is that uORF peptide sequences reflect a specific and yet undiscovered function.

Regarding lncORFs, their amino acid usage resembles short CDSs, showing a higher proportion of sulfidic amino acids (Met and Cys) and lower of negatively charged Asp and Glu. It is not clear that these propensities would confer an overall positive or amphipatic nature to lncORFs-derived peptides, and thus we cannot speculate on a putative membrane function for lncORFs. However, the Sel-family peptides, previously annotated as lncRNAs, function in the ER, while Tal peptides influence adjacent cells, implying diffusion across membranes. (Figure 3D) Translated lncORF peptides can locate to mitochondria and other organelles, and human mitochondrial rRNA produce SEPs such as Humanin (Figure 3B), a generic inhibitor of cell death of biomedical importance, and MOTS-c, which can act outside the mitochondria, implying the crossing of membranes. However, high degradation (as could be endured by the short lncORF peptides, see above) hinders cell-penetrating peptide function. Basically, there are too few examples of lncORFs characterized, and more functional studies of lncORFs are needed. As in the case of uORFs, lncORFs might be a case of mixed identities, with some coding (i.e. being in reality short CDSs) and others not, or else represent a group of sequences poised for coding function but not yet doing so. We explore this possibility next.

Genomic function of smORFs in de novo gene birth

There are indications that, as a whole, smORFs have a general function at a higher, genomic level: as a source of new protein-coding genes. We have seen that there exist different classes of smORFs with different functions at the molecular and cellular levels. Despite the marked difference in average lengths, amino acid usage, translation efficiency, protein structure and conservation, these classes have a small degree of overlap, suggesting a continuum with evolutionary flow between classes (Figure 5). We next examine the two possibilities for the
generation of smORFs: from existing coding sequences (i.e. from canonical proteins), or from previously non-coding sequences (de novo).

smORFs can emerge as fragments of longer protein-coding genes through alternative RNA processing, intron-retention or premature stop codons. Short protein isoforms can be generated by alternative transcription, splicing and polyadenylation (or a combination of the three) from canonical proteins. It appears that higher eukaryotes have 'leaky' splicing mechanisms\(^9\), and this can lead to the production of smORF isoforms with proper mRNA and translation features. We have seen that short isoforms can produce dominant-negative peptides, which could have deleterious consequences, in a similar manner to the 36-43 amino acids amyloid-beta peptides that form plaques in Alzheimer’s disease\(^9\). However, if the deleterious consequences are small, late-onset (past reproductive age), or pleitropically-linked to positive traits\(^9\), even such 'deleterious isoforms' could be temporarily carried by our genomes. A short isoform could acquire a positive fitness effect, and eventually become a duplicated gene in the genome following a gene duplication or retrotransposition event. After further evolution and divergence, this duplicated isoform could become a pseudogene or, alternatively a new short CDS. (Figure 5). The similar sizes (Figure 2F) and amino acid usage (Figure 4) of short CDSs and short isoforms could indicate that short CDSs have been generated in this way, especially those displaying protein domains or clear homology to canonical proteins. Alternatively, such 'paralogue' short CDSs could also arise directly from canonical ORFs. Splice junction mutations or intron retention can introduce intronic sequences into a protein, but introns contain stop codons either by chance, or by selection presumably to stop the production of abnormal long proteins\(^9\). This would lead to the production of proteins with shorter and new C-termini, and long 3' trailers. In this scenario, evolution would be expected to optimise smORF-producing transcripts, if the peptide produced would be advantageous. Altogether, 'paralogue' short CDSs emerging from canonical proteins could be part of canonical protein evolution, an opposing mechanism to processes that usually inactivate proteins and result in the formation of pseudogenes (Figure 5D).

Other short CDSs such as hemotin\(^29, 96\) or toddler (a.k.a. elabela\(^97, 98\) seem to have no paralogues in the genome, so we cannot assign their origin from a pre-existing canonical protein-coding gene. Where do these 'singletons' come from? Short CDSs could evolve from shorter IncORFs and uORFs, by mechanisms favouring 'ORF extension'. In principle,
extension of any ORF only necessitates changing the stop codon to another amino acid, the most likely outcome (95%) in the event of stop codon mutation; and an outcome observed in the Tal genes\textsuperscript{12} (Figure 5B). Stop codon read-through, an event readily detected \textit{in vivo} by ribosome profiling\textsuperscript{99}, offers an alternative, or an intermediate step, to stop codon mutation. In either case, such ORF elongations will be again subjected to the exponential function $\lambda e^{-\lambda x}$ (see above), moderating elongation to 25 amino acid-long steps. Alternatively, N-terminal elongation (as observed in the Pln peptides of the Scl family, Figure 5C) could also occur, although this necessitates a new in-frame ATG in an appropriate Kozak context. Either way, if such elongated peptides preserve their original function, they could be positively selected due to the higher stability that comes with increased length\textsuperscript{55}. In time, the elongated ends of the peptide would provide new material for selection to improve the peptide function, or add new functions.

However, how do IncORFs and uORFs arise? The size distribution of IncORFs and uORFs fits closely the exponential random distribution of intergenic ORFs (Figure 2F), suggesting that IncORFs and uORFs also appear randomly in the genome (Figure 5D). They may appear as intergenic ORFs that then become transcribed (ORF first), or in non-coding RNA regions with 'space' available (RNA first). The possible \textit{de novo} generation of proteins from previously non-coding sequences is increasingly debated\textsuperscript{100, 101}. Up to 1% of protein-coding genes could be species-specific (without homologues) and hence of recent origin\textsuperscript{102-105}, but this notion is controversial\textsuperscript{106} and it critically depends on computational ability to detect homologues. The mechanism for the emergence and spread of such \textit{de novo} genes has not been clarified, although a role for IncORFs has been proposed\textsuperscript{9, 107}. Most IncORFs and \textit{de novo} genes seem devoid of distant homologues, appearing and disappearing in the genome of species in the same Order\textsuperscript{9, 104, 107, 108} suggesting both recent origins and dynamic evolutionary behaviour. However, the \textit{scl} and \textit{tal} families have been conserved through hundreds of millions of years\textsuperscript{12, 13} (Figure 5B-C), showing that IncORFs can become short CDSs fixed in the genome, perhaps in correlation with increased peptide coding potential\textsuperscript{9, 21}. Further observations are compatible with the evolution of IncORF and uORFs towards short CDSs and full canonical coding content. First, short CDSs have an intermediate evolutionary age, being more conserved than uORF and IncORFs, but less than canonical ORFs (Figure 5A). Second, smORF amino acid usage, reveals a progression from intergenic ORFs to IncORF and uORFs, and from these to short CDSs, and then to short isoforms and canonical proteins (Figure 4C-D). Finally, although the size of IncORFs and uORF suggest an origin at random
in intergenic or non-coding RNA sequences (Figure 3D), their amino acid sequences do not reflect such origin but resemble coding ORFs (Figure 4B, D). The conclusion is that lncORFs and uORFs may appear at random, but that once appeared, their nucleotide sequences are subjected to selection. Whether this selection is initially due to a coding or non-coding function needs to be ascertained; however, it can end up producing amino acid sequences with full peptide function.

In summary, it is possible that, while some smORFs emerged from canonical proteins, others could emerge from non-coding sequences. Either way, the evolutionary processes that act on canonical protein evolution (duplication, neo-functionalization) should also act on smORFs and give rise to smORF 'families' offering yet more raw materials for smORF evolution. Indeed, short CDSs and short isoforms can duplicate both inside their transcript and in gene families (Figure 5B-C) and can be generally assorted according to their sequence similarity (unp. obs.). Finally, smORFs could not only appear from or grow into new canonical proteins, but could also be attached to existing canonical proteins by exon-shuffling thus providing a source of new protein domains. In our view, smORFs could represent a genomic protein factory, using both new (lncORFs, intergenic) and recycled (canonical protein) materials, constantly bubbling out putative new peptides and protein domains.

Conclusions and future perspectives

The study of smORFs and the identification of functional smORFs has been hampered by bioinformatic and experimental limitations. Overcoming these limitations and increasing the pool of experimentally characterised smORFs is the foremost challenge in the field. CRISPR gene editing should herald a new phase of faster progress, by allowing targeted manipulation of individual smORFs. This is especially important in the case of lncORFs, uORFs and small isoforms, in which specific ORFs within the transcript or gene (in the latter example) have to be mutated separately. Nonetheless, our analysis of the accumulated data suggests some emerging principles of smORF classification and function.

smORFs across animals can be classified according to sequence length and transcript structure. These features correlate with other characteristics, such as their evolutionary conservation and amino acid usage (Table 1). Further, these smORF classes seem to display preferred cellular and molecular functions, facilitating more detailed studies and an
understanding of the genomic role of smORFs as a whole. Non-transcribed intergenic ORFs likely have no function; uORFs act as cis-regulators of translation of downstream canonical proteins; lncORFs can give rise to novel bioactive peptides; short CDSs produce peptide regulators of canonical proteins in the cytoplasm and membranes (Figure 3); short isoforms can produce peptides interfering with homologous transcription factors (Figure 3C). Altogether, smORFs may generate new protein sequences during evolution, with the different smORF classes representing steps in the evolution of proteins from inert intergenic sequences (Figure 5).

Understanding the origin, evolution and function of smORFs would be needed to clarify this crucial, and so far, underappreciated, function of the genome; a far more dynamic and living genome than we currently contemplate. Additionally, considering the current interest in artificial peptides as new pharmacological agents as new drugs, delivery vectors, and antimicrobial peptides, smORFs could provide an unexplored reservoir of peptides either with such functions, (such as short CDS) or currently inactive but naturally primed for such functions by virtue of their amino acid composition (as uORF and lncORF peptides). The conservation of individual smORFs and classes across animals that we show here allows a model-system-based experimental approach to these fascinating research topics.
**Figure Legends**

**Table 1 – Properties of smORFs in Fruit Flies and Mammals.** Animal genomes contain millions of open reading frames (ORFs) between an ATG (start) and a stop codon. Most of these are found in untranscribed regions (intergenic ORFs, top row shaded pale yellow) and are deemed non-functional. Genomes also contain canonical ORFs of 101 codons or more (bottom row, green) which are translated and produce annotated proteins with well-known functions. In between these two extremes, our genomes also contain transcribed and putatively functional short ORFs of 10 to 100 codons (smORFs) which can be divided into different classes, according to their transcript type: IncORFs - ORFs present in long noncoding RNAs (grey); upstream ORFs, or uORFs, which occur in the 5'UTRs of canonical mRNAs (pink); short CDSs - annotated ORFs of 100 codons or less present in short mRNAs (red); small isoform ORFs of 100 codons or less generated by alternative splicing of canonical mRNAs (shaded blue). We extracted all AUG-STOP ORFs from both the annotated transcriptomes and the non-transcribed regions of *Drosophila melanogaster*, *Mus musculus* and *Homo sapiens*, and divided them into these classes. We find that the distinction between smORF classes correlates with differential biochemical markers: size (indicated as the median number of amino acids per ORF), average rate of translation, average taxonomic level of ORF conservation, and features of the encoded amino acid sequence (TMHs indicates prevalence of trans-membrane alpha-helices). We propose that these characteristics correlate with a favoured function for each smORF class and are conserved in Flies, Mice and Humans. Data from this work unless indicated. Short isoform translation and conservation includes their long isoforms. See text for details and references.

**Figure 1 – Conservation of smORF numbers and lengths across animals.** A) smORF classes are colour-coded as in Table 1. Circles are proportional to number of smORFs. The number of annotated, short CDSs (red) is similar in all animals analysed, and low when compared to both annotated canonical ORFs (green), and transcribed, non-annotated smORFs (uORFs -pink- and IncORFs, -grey-). The higher number of uORFs and IncORFs in mammals is related to their higher number of mRNAs and lncRNAs, whereas the number of intergenic, non-transcribed ORFs is related to the genome size in each species. B) The lengths of different ORF classes are conserved across Metazoans. ORF classes can be subdivided into three classes according to their median size: intergenic ORFs, uORFs and lncORFs all have median lengths of 22-23 codons; short CDSs and short isoforms have a
median length of 79 codons; finally, canonical ORFs show a median length of around 450 codons (“F” – Fruit Fly; “M” – Mouse; “H” – Human).

Figure 2 – Transcribed smORFs: RNA characteristics. Pooled fly, mouse and human data. A) Number of predicted uORFs per annotated mRNA. Mean and standard error to the mean (SEM) plotted in purple and pink, respectively. About 50% of the animal mRNAs analysed contain no uORFs in their 5'UTRs, while half of mRNAs contain 1 or more uORFs. B) Number of predicted IncORFs per annotated lncRNA. Mean and standard error to the mean (SEM) plotted in dark grey and light grey, respectively. Most annotated lncRNAs contain one or more smORF (median = 6). C) Short CDS mRNAs display low transcript complexity, as measured by the number of different exons in annotated transcripts of each class. lncRNAs display a similar pattern, being less complex than shorter isoforms, while canonical mRNAs are on average more complex than all other classes. D) Metazoan RNA transcript length according to ORF classes. Coloured areas indicate the mean frequency of each RNA size, plus its standard error. mRNAs containing short CDSs and lncRNAs are similar in size being, on average, 400 bp long, although the lncRNAs class includes few larger transcripts. Short isoform transcripts are on average 600 bp long, while canonical ORF mRNAs are on average larger than all transcript classes above. E) uORFs and lncORF size distributions in animal genomes. Mean relative frequency of each ORF size (coloured lines) and standard error (coloured area). uORFs and IncORFs display a similar size-distribution to that of intergenic ORFs. Interestingly, their distributions fit a exponential decay distribution $f(x) = \lambda e^{-\lambda x}$ where $\lambda$ (the decay rate parameter) is 0.05 (dotted curve; $r^2$ fit above 0.9 in all cases), suggesting that intergenic ORFs, uORFs and IncORFs are randomly and unavoidably generated by animal genomes (see text). Median=23 of the exponential decay distribution for sizes 10 to 100 codons is indicated. F) short CDS and short isoform size distribution in three animal genomes. Median=79 (short CDSs). Short CDS and short isoform smORFs have similar size distributions that are different from the exponential distribution of other smORFs (dotted line and panel B).

Figure 3 – Function of SEPs. Ancestral smORF peptides conserved across eukaryotes (fungi, insects and vertebrates) and acting as positive regulators of canonical proteins are
represented by blue ellipses. More evolutionarily recent smORF peptides act as negative regulators and are represented by red ellipses. **A)** Ancestral cytoplasmic smORF peptides promote the activity of canonical protein complexes. Small ribosomal proteins such as RpS21 - 40S ribosomal protein S21 (83 amino acids), a structural constituent of the small ribosomal subunit (40S, green), aid in the translation of RNAs by ribosomes, while Cks85A (Cyclin-dependent kinase subunit 85A, 96 amino acids) interacts with Cdk1 and Cdk2 (green), and promotes cell cycle progression. Its activity is opposed by the negative regulator Z600, which represses Cdk1. **B)** Ancestral smORF peptides produced in the cytoplasm can promote mitochondrial processes. Bcl peptides (left) allocate to the mitochondrial outer membrane to promote mitochondrial outer membrane permeabilization -MOMP-, and the subsequent release of apoptotic signals. Other smORF peptides (such as UQCR10, or Ubiquinol-cytochrome-c reductase complex III subunit 10, bottom right), are involved in electron transport at the inner mitochondrial membrane. The evolutionarily recent humanin peptide is produced by a mitochondrial rRNA and represses Bcl function. **C)** Small nuclear interfering peptides act as dominant negative repressors of transcription factors. The Id peptides contain an HLH domain, but lack a basic DNA-binding domain. Ids bind HLH transcription-factor proteins, sequestering them in inactive complexes that cannot bind DNA. **D)** SclA (Sarcolamban A) is a 28 amino acid peptide encoded by a smORF in *Drosophila melanogaster*. Similarly to its human orthologue (PLN), SclA regulates calcium uptake in the sarcoplasmatic reticulum (SR) of muscle cells through repression of SERCA (green), the Ca\(^{2+}\) pump which transfers Ca\(^{2+}\) from the cytosol to the ER to terminate muscle contraction. In the absence of Scl or Pln, both fly and human hearts develop arrhythmias. **E)** Negative smORF regulators repress the activity of canonical proteins in cell membranes and organelles. Hemotin represses the Pi3K68D (PI3K, green) activator 14-3-3z (yellow), slowing down endosomal maturation to allow phagocytic digestion, whereas Spec2 represses Cdc42 to moderate the formation of phagocytic pockets. **F)** Antimicrobial peptides penetrate plasma membranes to attack invading microorganisms, either creating membrane pores, as Defensin (left), leading to leakage of cytoplasmic contents, or binding and interfering with cytoplasmic proteins, as Drosocin, which represses DnaK to slow bacterial metabolic rate.

**Figure 4 – Coding features of smORFs.** **A)** Number of putative trans-membrane alpha-helix domains (predicted by TMHMM 2.0) encoded per 100 amino acids in each ORF class. Short CDSs are significantly enriched in TMHs with respect to canonical ORFs (*p*-values for *t*-tests indicated), whereas uORFs are significantly depleted. **B)** Amino acid frequencies, or
propensities, in smORFs and canonical ORFs normalized to expected frequencies in a randomised transcriptome\(^8\), \(^84\). smORFs of all classes, like canonical ORFs, exhibit non-random amino acid composition. S: sulphidic amino acids; +: positively charged amino acids; –: negatively-charged; P, H: polar and hydrophobic. C) Similarity of smORF amino acid propensities with canonical proteins (left axis, green graph) and randomised RNA (right axis, black graph) quantified as correlation coefficients. Short CDSs and short isoforms are most similar to canonical proteins and most different from random sequences; uORFs and IncORFs display an intermediate amino acid composition between canonical ORFs and intergenic and random values. D) smORF amino acid composition between canonical ORFs and intergenic and random values. Short CDS amino acid frequencies differ significantly from canonical ORFs (multiple t-tests with Bonferroni corrections, \(p<0.05\)) by encoding more sulphidic amino acids, as well an enrichment in more positively-charged and fewer negatively charged amino acids. uORFs and IncORFs resemble each other and display a pattern related to short CDSs, but with more extreme variations. Amino acids with frequencies significantly different from canonical are indicated.

**Figure 5 – Evolution of smORFs: a dynamic continuum?**

A) Stepwise model for smORF evolution within a dynamic continuum. It has been proposed that coding genes can emerge from non-functional sequences (‘protogenes’\(^{100}\)). We propose that the different classes of smORFs (Table 1) represent different steps in this process. Intergenic ORFs (red boxes) appear and disappear at random (Figure 2E) in non-transcribed DNA but can become part of a transcription unit under the control of Pol II over evolutionary time, giving rise to IncORFs. IncORFs (and uORFs) can also appear randomly in transcribed sequences; either way, they have been shown to be translated at low frequency and efficiency. The main functional outcome of this low translational profile may not be to produce bioactive peptides, but it provides the cell with a reservoir of lowly-translated peptides that could integrate, fuse, grow and be selected for function (as the Scl and Tal families, see B-C). These coding IncORFs could increase in TE, giving rise to short CDSs. In turn, short CDSs could integrate, fuse and grow into canonical proteins. This mechanism would increase the number of genes through evolution, and although such an increase can be appreciated (Figure 1) creation of new canonical ORFs is counter-balanced by conversion of canonical ORFs into shorter isoforms, pseudogenes, and perhaps IncRNAs\(^{111}\), as well as the random disappearance of intergenic ORFs by transcription and ATG codon loss. B) The Scl family of IncORFs show loose amino acids sequence conservation, but their structure and
molecular function is conserved\textsuperscript{13,20}. The family includes two fly peptides (only SclA shown) and four mammal peptides. They all repress SERCA activity (see \textbf{Figure 3D}), except DWORF, which on the contrary promotes it by acting as a competitive inhibitor of the other Scl-family SEPs (double negative)\textsuperscript{40}. Both Myoregulin (MRLN) and Phospholamban (PLN) show N-terminal extension of their sequences. \textbf{C)} Evolution of \textit{tal} smORFs. \textit{tal} (\textit{tarsal-less}) is a \textit{Drosophila melanogaster} polycistronic protein-coding gene, which had been initially annotated as a lncRNA but contains three 11 and 12 amino acid-long short CDSs (Tal-1A, Tal-2A, and Tal-3A). These short CDSs include a conserved functional heptapeptide LDPTGXY, indicating an origin through tandem duplications, corroborated by their phylogenetic tree\textsuperscript{12}. Tal-AA (32 amino acids) contains two heptapeptides separated by a 17 amino acid-long sequence containing degenerate STOP and START codons (red and green, respectively), consistent with elongation and fusion of two smORFs within the same transcriptional unit by STOP codon loss. \textbf{D)} Evolutionary conservation of canonical ORFs (green) and short CDSs (red), indicating the proportion of ORFs conserved at each taxonomic level (data extracted from Ensembl and Flybase). Solid graph lines indicate the average, and coloured areas the SEM, for flies, mouse and human data. 50\% of Canonical ORFs are conserved across the Animal Kingdom (see intersection of black and green dotted lines), while short CDSs display a 50\% conservation at the Class level (intersection of red and black dotted lines). Note, however, that some short CDSs (±60, see text and \textbf{Figure 3}) are conserved across the Eukaryotic Domain. Conservation in benchmarking species was used to indicate conservation at each taxonomic level. \textit{Drosophila melanogaster ORFs}: kingdom if conserved in Mouse or Human; phylum if in \textit{Daphnia pulex} or \textit{Ixodes scapularis}; class if in \textit{Tribolium castaneum}; order if in \textit{Anopheles gambiae}. \textit{Mus musculus ORFs}: kingdom conservation if in \textit{Drosophila melanogaster}; phylum, \textit{Danio rerio}; class, \textit{Homo sapiens}; order, \textit{Rattus norvegicus}. \textit{Homo sapiens ORFs}: kingdom, \textit{Drosophila}; phylum, \textit{Danio rerio}; class, \textit{Mus musculus}; order, \textit{Pan troglodytes}. For all ORFs, conservation in \textit{Saccaromyces cerevisiae} indicated conservation across the eukaryotic domain.
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Table 1 - Properties of smORFs in Fruit Flies and Mammals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ORF Class</th>
<th>RNA type</th>
<th>AA Size</th>
<th>Translation</th>
<th>Conservation</th>
<th>Coding Features</th>
<th>Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>intergenic ORFs</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None(^6)</td>
<td>Random AA</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IncORFs</td>
<td>IncRNA</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>None(^3)</td>
<td>Non-Random AA, No Domains</td>
<td>Non-coding / Coding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uORFs</td>
<td>5'UTR of mRNA</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Order(^{22})</td>
<td>Non-Random AA, No Domains</td>
<td>Translational regulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>short CDSs</td>
<td>short mRNA</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Class</td>
<td>Positive charge TMHs, Coding</td>
<td>Regulators of canonical proteins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>short isoforms</td>
<td>spliced mRNA</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Kingdom</td>
<td>Canonical AA, Protein Domain loss, Coding</td>
<td>small interfering peptides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canonical mRNA</td>
<td>mRNA</td>
<td>491</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Kingdom</td>
<td>Canonical AA, Multiple protein Domains</td>
<td>Coding (Yakaz 2016, Structural, enzymatic, regulatory)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Transcribed smORFs**

- Untranslated region
- DNA
- ORFs
- Other coding sequences
- RNA splicing
- Ribosome Profiling signal

---

\(^{13}\) Translation

\(^{22}\) Ordering

\(^{2016}\) Yakaz
Figure 1 – Conservation of smORF numbers and lengths across animals.

### ORF Class

- **intergenic ORFs**
- **lncORFs**
- **uORFs**
- **short CDSs**
- **short isoforms**
- **canonical ORFs**

### A

- *Drosophila melanogaster*
  - smORFs: 18,328
  - Annotated ORFs: 16,904
  - Intergenic ORFs: 43,206
- *Mus musculus*
  - smORFs: 27,988
  - Annotated ORFs: 31,954
  - Intergenic ORFs: 172,115
- *Homo sapiens*
  - smORFs: 50,270
  - Annotated ORFs: 43,206
  - Intergenic ORFs: 1651

### B

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ORF Class</th>
<th>intergenic ORFs</th>
<th>lncORFs</th>
<th>uORFs</th>
<th>short CDSs</th>
<th>short isoforms</th>
<th>Canonical</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Median Length</strong></td>
<td>23</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Transcribed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predicted</th>
<th>Annotated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>635,402</td>
<td>24,119,916</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21,369,201</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 2 – Transcribed smORFs: RNA characteristics
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Figure 3 – Function of SEPs.
Figure 4 – Coding features of smORFs
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Figure 5 – Evolution of smORFs: a dynamic continuum?
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